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! This report is a compilation of year-end reports as submitted by participating 
chapters and individuals for 2012.  I have attempted to maintain the format of the 
report that has been used over the years.  Individuals submit their reports in a format 
that they choose and this is maintained within this document to the extent possible.  
The reports are a means of communicating observations and activities within their 
adopted areas.  The reports may express concerns or issues that the ADK may wish to 
address.  Some contain detailed descriptions of projects that have been completed and 
general observations about the wild lands.  
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Chazy Highlands Unit
South Inlet of Upper Chateaugay Lake and Panther Hill

Adopted by Shatagee Woods Chapter
Hi Matt,
    The two areas that Shatagee Woods Chapter of ADK has adopted are Panther Hill in Merrill, NY 
and the south inlet near Standish.  I visited the south inlet last summer and it appeared pretty much 
the same.  I snow shoed to the top of Panther Hill with other Shatagee woods members last winter.  
We were surprised to see an enforcement forester there just after we arrived at the parking lot.  He 
was concerned that we would not cross hunting club lands.  He stated that rock climbers were 
trespassing to reach the Panther cliffs.  He had read our ADK schedule on line, that is how he knew 
to meet us there.  There is active logging on the nearby Bigelow Public Use Area (conservation 
easement).  DEC Forester Dan Levy announced last May that the first UMP of this area would be 
starting.  Shatagee Woods sent our comments to Dan and a copy to ADK, however the process has 
stalled.
 
Sincerely,
Susan Smith
Shatagee Woods ADK Chapter
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Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness
Adopted by the Iroquois Chapter

The Iroquois Chapter has been maintaining trails and lean-tos within the Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness 
for many years. This year our Trails Stewardship  Chair, Carl Anderson, organized two work trips to 
clear brush and small blowdown. The first trip  occurred on April 28 with nine participants altogether. 
This crew worked on the less-traveled trails to Middle Settlement Lake, beginning from the John 
Brown Easement trailhead near Minnehaha.

Carl and another chapter member returned to the Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness in the fall to work on 
the western end of the Big Otter Trail. The biked from Partridgeville Road to the wilderness boundary 
at Big Otter Lake, and then continued on foot.

Also, on August 30th three chapter members visited Middle Settlement Lake to perform a much-
needed move of the lean-to’s privy. They hiked to the site with their tools, identified a new location, 
dug a new pit, moved the privy, and patched a few holes. Unfortunately it was learned as the old pit 
was buried that a number of campers had discarded quite a few plastic bags here.

Individually, several chapter members took the time to visit the chapter’s adopted lean-tos at Middle 
Branch and Middle Settlement lakes. They submitted reports to Lean-to Stewardship Chair Norm 
Landis.

The Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness is a relatively small area in close proximity to Old Forge and readily 
accessible from NY 28. It features a variety of ponds and a rich trail network, as well as two lean-tos. 
Use is moderate overall, but visitors seem to concentrate at a few popular locations, perhaps causing 
disproportionate impacts to those areas.

Threats to the Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness
1) High levels of camping pressure in an area within one quarter mile of each of the lean-tos, 

including individual sites that may need to be rehabilitated.
2) Past proposals to facilitate motor vehicle access to Big Otter Lake by converting the jeep trail 

into an automobile road, which are inactive now but which may be resurrected in the future. 
The 2010 reconstruction of the snowmobile trail bridge over the outlet of the lake has already 
removed an impediment to motorized access to Ha-de-ron-dah’s western boundary.

3) Illegal ATV use of trails in the adjacent Independence River Wild Forest, including occasional 
incursions into the Wilderness Area.

What We Have Accomplished
1) We have continued to maintain trails within the wilderness and the surrounding wild forest 

areas, and we have continued to monitor lean-to conditions at Middle Settlement and Middle 
Branch Lakes.

What We Plan to Do
1) When an opportunity arises, pack out the old midden pile from the former East Pond lean-to 

site.
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2) Remove fire rings from those campsites that are clearly inappropriate; if possible, use 

materials found on-site to physically close these sites to discourage future use.
3) Continue to maintain trails and lean-tos as needed.

What We Would Like ADK to Do
1) Be alert to threats that would endanger the wilderness and wild forest qualities of the region at 

large, such as proposals for road “rehabilitation” projects that would facilitate access to Big 
Otter Lake, and take a leading role in opposing such proposals.

2) Be an advocate for an overall reduction in motorized use of the western Adirondacks, 
increasing opportunities for primitive backcountry recreation.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Ingersoll
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Jay Mountain Wilderness
Adopted by Algonquin Chapter

In 2012 my focus was on the eastern, trail-less section of the Jay Wilderness Area, my only  hike 
being a November bushwhack climb of Slip Mt.  Others of our Chapter have told me about the 
improvements to the sole (but unofficial and not disk marked) trail in this Wilderness Area from the 
western edge- the trail crew's rerouting of the steep and eroding sections of trail; the enlarged parking 
area off the Glen Road at its intersection with the Upland Meadows Road, and the trailhead register. 
 
My Nov 10 climb of Slip with 7 other ADKers was to be up the Derby Brook valley and so we had to 
start across NYCO Minerals posted land...there's no choice!   This is why most of us in Algonquin 
Chapter favor the proposed constitutional amendment to allow NYCO to use the 200 acres of lot 8 in 
the Jay WA immediately adjacent to their active wollastonite mine in exchange for an amount of their 
other non-mined forest land  of at least 200 acres, but of value $! million, whichever is the greater 
acreage.   Just about all the land along Wells Hill road before and after it crosses Spruce Mill Brook is 
NYCO's right up to State land.   Our approach from Wells Hill Road shoulder parking for the first mile 
or so across NYCO land to reach Derby Brook showed no evidence of mining.  It was a long 
established road (It led to a house at elevation 1620' on the 1903 USGS topo map) with an inholding 
camp at the edge of Derby Brook, across from which begins State land.  Unfortunately, we were 
beguiled by the more open woods north of the Derby Brook valley and so ran smack into the cliffy 
central face of Slip. This necessitated an arduous detour and more precipitous scrambling than if we'd 
stayed with the brook.  We did get up to the lookouts at top, but had to rush to head back, such is the 
length of mid-November days.  The views were outstanding.
 
Thus we urge ADK , now that it has decided to support the land swap constitutional amendment, to 
push for the swapped land to include that roadside land of NYCO that's in lots 9 and 16 so as to give 
pedestrian access to this attractive mountain.   We of Algonquin will make this suggestion to our 
Senator, Betty Little, who initiated the swap proposal.
 
And in my historian's hat, I am finalizing my submission to U.S.Board of Geographic Names to correct 
their 1953-assigned name Slip back to the original Verplank Colvin 1873-74 Report name of 
Macdonough, for the hero of the Sept 11, 1814 naval battle in Plattsburgh Bay, that could have been 
viewed  from its summit.  I've found yet another turn of the century map showing the name 
Macdonough, and I have gotten a resolution from the Essex County Supervisors that they do not 
object to this restitution.  The bicentennial of that war's outcome-determining battle is not far away.
 
Algonquin Chap.Conservation Com.chair, Jim Bailey: 62 Prospect Ave., Plattsburgh NY 12901 Feb 
1,2013  

   
Jim Bailey for Algonquin Chapter ADK
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Lake George Wild Forest
Adopted by Matt and Kristen Dunn

This year with the reopening of the Dacy clearing road there was a substantial increase in traffic to 
the shelving rock and sleeping beauty areas. Correspondingly, there is an increase in trail 
degradation, as well as trash. There  was a substantial increase in trash at the base declaring, as well 
as fire pits, and overnight camping. Although there was an increase in this area, generally there is not 
a substantial amount of foot traffic compared to other areas. There is a substantial cleanup of downed 
trees over the season. I also for the first time saw a number of horse trailers, and horse traffic on the 
multi-use trails.

Prospect Mt:
! -Prospect Mt trail
! !  Again the second half of this trail continues to suffer from significant erosion, and storm 
damage. Although there still is a lot of foot traffic on these trails.  
! -Rattlesnake Cobble
! ! The Cobble is to the south east of Prospect Mt itself.  Trail start is same for Prospect, 
but diverges L at the trail register.  This trail continues to be in excellent condition and is rarely ever 
used.   This trail has seen an increase in usage this year, as well as many people accessing this trail 
from the first parking lot.
! -Big Hollow Rd
! ! This road continues to be used by both ATVs and 4WD vehicles.  It is still unclear from 
the people I have talked to wether or not this is allowed.   The erosion on this road continues, and 
secondarily to this there’s been a decrease in four-wheel drive traffic. Beaver dam that I mentioned in 
the previous report, as well as the pond that were the two thirds mark on this trail have disappeared. 
The barrier which was part of the containment for the pond broke down, and the Beaver dam also 
broke apart. This area has a small stream running through it now.

Cat & Tom Mt Preserve:
!  This area continues to be more popular. The trail up tall mountain was reopened, after some 
clearing from the erosion. The old logging road trail up to the cabin on top mountain also continues to 
be a popular choice. This is an excellent trail for kids and families. The trail that connects  Tom and 
cat Mountain is excellent, and gives you a feeling of remoteness, even while being close to town. This 
trail does not see a lot of traffic, and can at times be hard to navigate.
!
Hudson River Recreation Area and Pack Forest:
!  I have been to this area several times this year, including mountain biking, as well as skiing. 
Continues to be a popular destination, and remains in good shape.
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Buck Mt Area:
!
! -trail 74 to Inman pond - This trail leave from the Buck Mt trailhead and continues up  and 
over the ridge to Inman pond and Buttermilk falls rd.  Two washed out sections of trail, but the trail is 
generally in good condition and see little traffic.  

! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hogtown/Shelving Rock Area:
! -Dacy clearing to sleeping beauty loop - The DEC road to Dacy clearing continues to be 
closed this adds 1.4 miles (each way) onto any hike in the area.  The area has remained in good 
shape and has seen minimal erosion damage or trash accumulation.   There’s been significant 
increase in traffic to this area secondary to the road reopening.!
! -Shelving Rock Mt, trail 90, 91 -  trail remains much the same as last year, with damage to 
the old stone retaining walls - though largely unchanged.  There was accumulation of trash on this 
summit and a large fire pit - all have been removed.
! -trail 93 - east shore trail - A beautiful trail that has seen many large trees fall across it and 
are still in place.  I ran this trail after the campsites have been broken down for the season - as i did in 
2011.   This continues to be one of my favorite trails to visit, particularly in the fall.  
! -trail 96 - Black Mt from east shore trail - This trail was in good shape with no downed trees 
and no major erosion issues.  
! ! -Black Mt Point - lean-to  -  Good shape, swept and trash removed
! -trails 99, 98, 100, 82 - narrow rarely used trail in good shape.  
! ! -Black Mt Ponds - lean-to
! ! -Lapland pond - lean-to
! ! -Millman pond - lean - to
! ! -Greenland Pond - lean-to
! ! -Fishbrook Pond - lean-to 
! ! -Bumps Pond - lean-to  - All lean - to structures are in good condition, they were all 
swept out and any trash was removed.

Tongue Mt Range:
!  Several small trees were removed from this trail. The trail remains in good condition, and the 
trail along the Lakeshore does not see significant traffic.

Rogers Rock:
! No major issues to report.

Jabe Pond:  continued reports of parties being held at this location.  Removed some trash as 
trailhead.
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Pharaoh Wilderness Area
Adopted by Glens Falls-Saratoga Chapter

Jim Schneider, Wilderness Chair

My visits this past year focused mainly on the Pharaoh Lake area and adjacent trail. There is much 
good news coming out of the Pharaoh Wilderness Area. My letter to the NYDEC Forester, Tate 
Connor, is included here which details significant items.

Following a photo narrative that highlights some of the good work done this past season:

Lean2 #6 – Rebuilt

! ! 2011! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2012                                                             

!!!!!!!

  

Burned to the ground May 2011 

Proudly re-built 2012
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 Signs replaced 

 Camping disks with detailed 
directional information. Order 
has been restored out of 
chaos. 

Assistant Forest Ranger 
Brendan Jackson and his 
attention to detail. 
It’s all about communication 
and information. 
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“Brendan’s to-do list”

I really do not think he would have 
actually forgotten to do any of these 
things. This list tells forest visitors that 
work on lean-tos or trails doesn’t just 
happen by itself. Real people do the 
work.

Lean2 #5 at Watch Rock gets a 
new roof!

This is one of the two popular 
extra-large lean2s on Pharaoh 
Lake.
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Lean2 #2 gets a new roof!

After Backcountry Steward Robert 
Johnson broke his leg, Assistant 
Forest Ranger Jackson had his 
hands full completing construction 
projects and his usual patrols. This 
roof replacement job will be finished 
in 2013.

Many of the hikers and campers I met over the summer had encountered AFR Jackson. If 
Backcountry Steward Johnson had not sustained his on the job injury, he too would have been 
omnipresent as his colleague AFR Jackson and his Backcountry Steward predecessors have been. 
As my letter to NYDEC indicates the AFR and Backcountry Steward programs had extremely positive 
impacts in the Pharaoh Wilderness Area.
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Pigeon Lake Wilderness and West Mt Trail
Adopted by Onondaga Chapter

To:  Matt Dunn, ADK Conservation Committee, Wildlands Adoption, mgdunn@mac.com

Scott Healy, Supervising Forester, Region 6, dahealy@gw.dec.state..ny.us

Wes Lampman, ADK Director of Field Programs, fieldprograms@adk.org

From: Sigi Schwinge, ADK-ON Chapter

Re:  Annual Report PLWA, including West Mountain Trail

Date: 12/31/2012

Chapter (ADK-ON) Contacts:

1. Sigi Schwinge is ADK-ON contact person and West Mtn. steward, sigischwinge@aol.com , 212 
Tilden Dr. E. Syracuse, NY 13057-1630

2. Kathy Disque is Norridgewock Trail Steward, kathydisque@yahoo.com

3. Tony Rodriguez is ADK-ON Trails Chair, boricua1037@verizon.net

4. Mary Coffin, maryccoffin@gmail.com

Overview:  To give our adopted Pigeon Lake Wilderness Area a high profile with the chapter 
membership, we include articles in our local newspaper and our website.  We have listed planned 
and unplanned recreational outings and work trips below.

Trail and Work Events in 2012

West Mountain Trail

May 16, 2012 – 10 ADK-ON members came to the annual clearing of the 5.7 mile trail from Uncas 
Rd. to the summit with a 2-man saw, handsaws, loppers, and a drainage tool.  Our 2 crews worked 
6.5 hrs. each and cleared all blowdown except a couple of logs too big for our saws.  We did side 
cutting where needed, cleaned and deepened drainage flows on the first 3 miles, and replaced a few 
missing trail markers. 65 work hrs., 5.5 hrs. driving time.

Trail Condition is generally good to very good for hikers.  The foot bridge between Upper and Lower 
Pond was still badly damaged and half of the support missing, so the bridge is slanted and passable 
on the upper board only as the lower board is submerged. In wet weather that makes it very slippery.  
It needs a pro-crew to put in new supports to lift the submerged board out of the water which will then 
make it safe for families with children to cross, as this section of trail is otherwise easily accessible for 
children.  -  After my hike report went out, I heard from Ranger Miller that the materials were at 
Northville and ready to go.  Work done?

Norridgewock Trail

mailto:mgdunn@mac.com
mailto:mgdunn@mac.com
mailto:dahealy@gw.dec.state..ny.us
mailto:dahealy@gw.dec.state..ny.us
mailto:fieldprograms@adk.org
mailto:fieldprograms@adk.org
mailto:sigischwinge@aol.com
mailto:sigischwinge@aol.com
mailto:kathydisque@yahoo.com
mailto:kathydisque@yahoo.com
mailto:boricua1037@verizon.net
mailto:boricua1037@verizon.net
mailto:maryccoffin@gmail.com
mailto:maryccoffin@gmail.com
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July 14, 2012 – 5 people removed blow down with hand saws and did side cutting on 2 miles of the 
trail starting at Twitchell Lake and ending at the beaver dam at the Oswego Pond outlet.  One person 
continued on to Beaver River and replaced missing trail markers on the entire 7 miles.

Total trail work hours: 30, travel hours 22.

September 1 and 2, 2012 –  On 9/1, 2 people worked on the middle section of the trail.  They did side 
cutting mostly near the 4-mile junction, removed a couple of blow downs as well as limbs on other 
trees to make easy step-overs.  On 9/2 trail steward Kathy Disque did light lopping from Beaver River 
to the 4-mile junction. She did major side cutting from there for ½ mile south toward Twitchell. She cut 
a few other short sections and fixed markings at the beaver dam crossing.

Total work hours: 20; total travel hours: 6.

Trail condition:  very good, is well marked and clear of brush.  There are 19 blow downs in the 7 
miles, 15 are step-overs, and the other 5 can easily be walked around (one fell on the trail lengthwise, 
but hikers can walk along it only a few feet from the trail.)

On July 28 Dick Lightcap led 8 hikers from Twitchell Lake on the Norridgewock Trail to Silver Lake 
and Razorback Pond.  The side trail was a bit overgrown, he reported.

PLWA from Big Moose/Higby Rd.

September 12, 2012 – Windfall and Chain Ponds Trails.  We started from the Windfall Pond trailhead, 
turned right onto Chain Ponds trail, and at Queer Lake turned left and returned to the trailhead via the 
Windfall Ponds trail.     

5 workers with handsaws and loppers were quite busy clearing and side-cutting all but the biggest 
blow-downs, for which we cut a trail around it.  Particularly heavy overgrown was the trail north from 
the Cascade Lake connector trail to Queer Lake.  We also refreshed trail marker discs and cut in front 
of and around them to make them better visible. We could not cut all the aggressively growing shrubs 
like witch hobble. On my September report I noted the discrepancy of trail marker colors between the 
trail head signs and the trail.  Has that been cleared up?

Work hours:  5 workers worked 5 hours = 25 hours total.  Travel time: 4.5 hours.

September 26, 2012 – from Higby Rd.  8 volunteers worked the Constable Pond Trail to the Mays 
Pond turnoff.  There we split into 2 groups:  one continued on to Chub Pond and back; the other 
turned right on the Mays Pond turnoff, turned right onto the Queer Lake trail, then right again to return 
to Higby Rd. on the Hermitage trail, working all three sections.

Crew 1 did a lot of witch hobble side cutting along Constable Pond, cleared trail with 2 hand saws and 
loppers, refreshed and cut around trail markers, as well as cut a trail around big blow-downs across 
the trail.  We only worked to the first creek crossing after Chub Pond turnoff, turned into the Chub 
Pond trail to the pond, cleared the trail as well as we could with hand saws, refreshed markers, 
particularly the red markers on the little spur trail to the pond.

Crew 2 did the same on the above described loop.

Work hours: 4 x 5 and 4 x 5.5 hours = 42 hours total.  Travel time for 2 cars = 9 hours. 
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August 21, 2012 – 6 hikers walked on the Cascade and Windfall Pond trails which were in good 
shape, but the Chain Ponds trail from Cascade Lake needs some clearing of down trees.  The hike 
leader reported that he only hiked it for ¼ mile, and bush-wacked a great deal.

Condition of trails: We have not inspected and worked the section of Queer Lake trail between Mays 
Pond and the Chub Lake spur trail.  Last year we noted that on that inlet the beaver dam served as 
rather unsteady “bridge”, since the 2-plank bridge was broken.  Has this bridge been rebuilt?  We will 
hike and clear this section next year.  Generally all sections we hiked and cleared are in good hiking 
conditions.  Signs are still missing at the Chub Pond and Mays Pond turnoffs, and since the Mays 
Pond and Chub Pond/Queer Lake trails have the same yellow colors, it makes it difficult for new 
hikers there to know where they are.  One of the new marker colors may be helpful there.

November 4, 2012 – 8 hikers hiked in the snow around Cascade Lake.  Mary Coffin, the hike leader, 
reported:  the group from Inlet is doing a great job with that trail and keeping it open.  There were 2 
new blowdowns.  Someone also did a relo around the far end of the lake.  It does not follow any rules 
of modern trail design that we have been taught in workshops: ups and downs, not steady incline or 
decline, dips into wet spots, does not V uphill at ravines, goes below rather than above a tree so roots 
make hikers slide off the trail and off the hillside, no benching.  This relo makes it only somewhat 
dryer than the old route.  Maybe they plan to go back and fix it in the spring.”  Since the group from 
Inlet takes care of this trail, we leave it to others to follow up on this.  
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! ! ! ! !      Siamese Ponds Wilderness

Albany Chapter
TRAIL / LEAN-TO  STEWARD WORK REPORT! !

 
Trail Section: East Branch of Sacandaga to Old Farm Clearing - Siamese Ponds !!
! Wilderness (Rt.8 trailhead to Siamese Ponds)

Date:! September 10, 2012    ! ! ! ! ! ADK TRAIL CREW
David Pisaneschi

ADOPTERS: David Pisaneschi! ! ! ! ! Rosemary Daley 
                     180 South Main Ave!! ! ! ! Tom McGuire
                      Albany, NY 12208! ! ! ! ! Lauren Jacobson 
                      (518) 459 – 5969! ! ! ! ! Rosemary Daley ! ! !
                      dpisanes@nycap.rr.com ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! !
Date Work ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Performed:  September 8, 2012  ! ! ! ! !
CHAPTER:! Albany (ADK) ! ! ! !  

DETAILS OF WORK PERFORMED:  The trail from the Route 8 trailhead to the lean-to    was 
patrolled and we checked on the condition of the lean-to. Cleared out water bars and removed what 
blow down from the trail as we could.

CONDITION OF TRAIL / LEAN-TO.  We cleared out drainage ditches between the trailhead and lean-
to.  We also did some brushing out and clearing out blow down along the trail using loppers and a 
bow saw.  However, there were 6 blow downs which will require chainsaw work as listed: 

1. A large birch at the top of the hill about 1/3 of a mile from the trail head. 

2. A large maple coming down the hill, about 4/5 of a mile in. 

3. There is an overhanging tree at the bottom of the hill. It is about 8 foot high and will probably 
come down by spring. This is located just before Diamond Brook. 

4. A large log, located about 2.8 miles in. 

5. At 3.3 miles, there’s a large spruce. A path is being worn around the left side. We limbed out 
the Spruce but were unable to remove it.

6. Near the junction with the trail going to Old Farm Clearing, there’s a large blow down in the 
middle if the trail. 

 

We hauled out trash and replaced the lean-to register, which will be sent to ADK’s Trails Coordinator.  
The picnic table was not there, probably  used for firewood. The privy at the lean-to is full and needs 
to be moved.  The door is missing and there’s a hole on the back wall. It looks like bear damage.  The 
usual wet areas on the trail were dry, due to this year’s conditions. 

mailto:dpisanes@nycap.rr.com
mailto:dpisanes@nycap.rr.com
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Silver Lake Area
Adopted by Schenectady Chapter

Adopt-A- WildlandProgram 2012 Year-End Report Silver Lake Wilderness
 
Special Projects:
                      May 12,2012:  Trail Maintenance: Upper Benson into Rock Lake.....included 
drainge ditch clearing and blowdown  removals
                      
                     May 19 and 20 2012:  Trail Maintenance Weekend: Rock Lake to Silver Lake. 
Consisting of blowdown removal and side-cutting of trail. Cleaning of Lean-to and the 
outhouse. 
 
                      June 9 and 10 2012: Trail Maintenance Weekend: Consisting of 15-20 
blowdown removal
                    
                      July 28 and 29 2012: Trail Maintenance Weekend: Consisiting of the removal 
of another 12 blowdowns. Removal of 10 pounds of  trash from the Lean-to at Silver Lake.
 
                 August 4 and 5 2012:  Trail Maintenance Weekend: Consisting of the removal of 
another 6 blowdowns from cross the trail
 

Changes in Trail system? None recommended at this time.
 
Level of use?  Relatively low use area.
 
Any inappropriate activities? No evidence noted in my trips into this Wilderness area
 
 
I look forward to the 2013 year for more Trail maintenance and work within the Silver-Lake 
Wilderness.
 
~Harold McCumber         
 
Harold McCumber
Silver Lake
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West Canada Lake Wilderness
Adopted by Genesee Valley Chapter

TO:  Matthew Dunn 
  Wild Lands Stewardship Chair 
              ADK Conservation Committee

From:       Dave Harrison
       Genesee Valley Chapter
       ADK

Date:       February 10, 2013 

Subject:  Adopt-a-Wild Land Program Annual Report of
      Genesee Valley Chapter, ADK

This memorandum is in response to your January 1, 2013 request for a report on our Chapter’s adopted wild 
land, the West Canada Lake Wilderness.

Trial Maintenance

Our chapter’s activity in the West Canada Lake Wilderness (“WCLW”) during 2012 was limited. However, last 
May, chapter member Jim Townsend spent three days (two nights) clearing the trail from the Indian River Road 
in the Moose River Plains to Brooktrout Lake and beyond, towards West Lake. He was accompanied by Paul 
Weinstein (Northville Placid chapter).  Jim reports as follows:

1. Trail conditions were exceptionally dry for mid-May owing to the lack of winter snow cover.  In fact, 
Brooktrout Lake was warm enough for swimming after all the trail work!  It was a welcome retreat from 
the black flies on the second day. 

2. The trail from the road until about a half mile before the crossing of Wolf Creek ("The Ford") was fairly 
clean; only occasional fallen trees called for removal. Jim and Paul were assisted by two DEC 
employees until the junction for Deep Lake--definitely the easiest part of the trip. 

3. There were several large tree falls from The Ford to Brooktrout Lake.  There is a wet area shortly after 
the crossing that appears to be expanding as hikers avoid the wettest parts. This area could use a minor 
re-route or hardening.

4. The area around the lean-to at Brooktrout Lake was pretty open and showed signs of overharvesting of 
trees for firewood. Several downed spruce were cut into fire logs and left stacked for the next users. The 
lean-to itself (whose roof had been replaced several years ago by a volunteer crew from Genesee Valley 
Chapter) was in great shape and showed signs of recent care by its adopter. Accumulated personal 
equipment was piled nearby and covered; this needs to be removed.  (Note: at some point over the 
summer Jim met the adopter and was told this pile had been removed--thanks!).

5. Jim and Paul did trail work on about a mile of the trail leading to West Lake and encountered only small 
tree falls.  They encountered some overgrowth where side cutting would help. They turned around, as 
the trail seemed to improve and become more open. 
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Future Status of Adoption

Genesee Valley chapter’s adoption of the WCLW has a long history, going back decades. (It appears to pre-date 
the creation of the Adopt a Natural Resource Agreements that are now in use by the DEC.) However, in recent 
years, we have not been as active in the WCLW as we once were, due to a number of factors, including (1) the 
“aging out” of the original group of chapter members who did so much of the work in this remote area, and (2) 
the slowness with which younger members have taken their place.

In addition, the status of our chapter’s role as the adopter of the WCLW has been rendered somewhat murky by 
the creation, a few years ago, of the Northville Placid chapter of ADK. One of the N-P chapter chair’s 
accomplishments has been finding people to take positions as official trail stewards for the principal trails in the 
WCLW. As we understand it, maintenance of those trails must now be done under the auspices of the respective 
trail steward, and pursuant to that steward’s A.A.N.R. agreement which with the DEC. Furthermore, it is our 
understanding that the lean-tos in the WCLW also have official adopters. Thus, to a great extent, Genesee Valley 
chapter’s role as adopter of the WCLW has been co-opted by others. 

Nevertheless, our chapter is very interested in continuing its adoption of the WCLW. With regard to trail 
maintenance, we have no problem with working under the leadership of the official steward for a particular trail, 
whether or not he or she is a member of our chapter. Our goal is simply to get some quality trail accomplished 
in an area of the Park that is in constant need of attention. In this connection, we have planned a trail 
maintenance/backpack trip for the first weekend of May on the section of the N-P trail beginning in Piseco and 
extending north toward Spruce Lake. On this project, we will operate under the leadership of Harlan Hastings, 
the official steward for this section of the trail. 

Beyond trail maintenance, Genesee Valley chapter continues to be interested in carrying on its adopter’s 
function as the club’s “eyes and ears” for the WCLW, reporting back to the club on conditions that we find there 
in the course of trips throughout the hiking season. We also plan to gather information that is relevant to the 
DEC’s development of a unit management plan for the WCLW.

Going forward, we may learn of opportunities for volunteer projects in parts of the WCLW for which there is no 
individual currently serving as an official steward. In the event that our chapter wishes to undertake such a 
project, we will obtain the necessary DEC authorization before proceeding.


